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Best free alarm clock app for windows 10

At some point during the day (or at night), most of us need an alarm for some reason: waking up for work, leaving for an appointment, or something else. Whatever the reason, smartphones have almost completely killed the alarm clock market at this point - if you're going to wake up on your
phone, you might be doing it right, right? It's a pretty solid option for most people. Almost all inventory clocks allow users to set multiple alarms, so they can spend different times every day if they want. Most also include stopwatches and timers, which basically make it a one-stop shop for
timing. You can also install Google's default clock if you are tired of stock clocks but still need something simple. Sure, these stock options lack more advanced features, but that's exactly why we have other options on this list! Enter Timely. Timely is an incredibly engaging app packed with
unique (and noteworthy) features: cloud sync. Basically, connect to your Google account and sync alarms across all devices - you can create new alarms on any device and then enable or disable them across all devices. Even if you only have two Android devices, such as a phone and
tablet, Timely has value around you. But its usefulness doesn't end there. In fact, Timely does a lot in the way of customization - it's all simple stuff, but it definitely works making a powerful alarm clock. For example, you can set a challenge that must be completed before the alarm can be
turned off. This is a simple thing like shaking a phone, or a more complex task like solving a math problem, swiping a specified pattern, or playing a small match game. Definitely a great way to work your brain so you can wake up. You can also set up a smart rise that wakes you up using
sleep cycle theory. Basically, half an hour before the normal alarm goes off, the slowly disappearing melody slowly begins to wake up. The idea here is to wake you up naturally because you don't want to set the world on fire after you suddenly wake up. Otherwise, you can set it up in a
timely manner in the way you want. You can change the length of the alarm fade-in, the time the alarm snoozes (plus reduce the time it takes to snooze), use the volume button to snooze the device, or set it to require a challenge to snooze the phone. It's a good one for your chronic snoozer
(like me). if i had to pick one annoying thing about timely is that you can'tRandom tones from the list. Personally, I get used to the same tone every day, so in the end it doesn't wake me up anymore. I need some taste in my alarm tone, y'all. It's also worth mentioning that Google actually
acquired Bitspin, a timely developer, nearly three years ago. Most people at the time expected Timely's features to appear on the Google clock in stocks, but that hasn't happened yet. Timely hasn't seen an update in quite some time as a result of the purchase, but it still works perfectly and
looks great, so it has made it one of the best alarm clocks out there. Hopefully, one day Google will burn the cloud sync feature into your watch. If you are looking for a new alarm clock, these are not the only options that are worth checking out. Gentle alarms are horribly outdated when it
comes to design, but they are full of useful and interesting features. Dwayne Rock Johnson's official alarm, Rock Clock, is a hilarious (but actually unique and awesome) alarm app worth checking out. Most of the apps listed here are free and save for gentle alarms (we offer free trials). So, if
you want, you can really try them all. You really have nothing to lose. Stand-alone bedside alarm clock days are numbered by easily including the Watch app on every smartphone. But there are so many options out there, why settle for apps preloaded on your phone? Read on after a break
and see the best alarm clock apps available on your device. Wave Alarm uses the front camera of your phone or tablet to snooze or dismiss alarms by waving them on your device. You can also snooze the alarm when swiping, disable the alarm completely, or turn off the feature just like the
face of your watch. Besides waving gesture support, the alarm has a cool non-standard looking bedside clock with date, time, local weather. The app is free and has a $2.99 unlock key to remove ads and provide more colors and alarm options. Download: Wave Alarm (free, $2.99 unlock
key) DoubleTwyst alarm clock DoubleTwyst may be well known for its music app, but developers have also created a great alarm clock as well. The whole app is very beautiful, with a gray/black/blue color scheme that will take the Android holo design and make things a little smoother. The
sun (yikes!) Based on, you can set an alarm manually based on your sleep cycle or take a short nap. Analog and digital watch faces are available and there are several adjustments for alarm fade-in, volume and snooze time. There is a trial version with limited features and a full version for



only $1.99. Download: Double Twyst Alarm Clock ($1.99); Trial (Free) Alarm Clock Extreme Alarm Clock Extreme may be a good choice for those who need a little help getting out of bed in the morning. Sounds, volumes, andAction, this app gives you some challenging ways to snooze and
dismiss alarms. If you choose, your phone will not stop ringing and vibrating until you shake the device, solve math problems (of various difficulties) or fill out the Capture form. If you're a particularly heavy sleeper who wastes time hitting snooze in the morning, it's an interesting way to work
your mind and wake up. Download: Alarm Clock Extreme ($1.99); advertising (free) WakeVoice WakeVoice does nothing fancy to turn off the alarm, but it does provide information about many users immediately after they stop. When you snooze or stop the alarm, the app will start reading
out your choice of weather, news, horoscope and upcoming calendar events for the day. You can choose to receive weather for a specific city, and news can be retrieved from the default list of sources or, if selected, from a specific RSS feed. The default audio is a bit rough (it's a recall of
the early Google Maps voices), but there are other options you can download. WakeVoice is free as a trial version and the full version has a setting of only $2.99. Download: Wake Voice ($2.99); The Lite version (free) Kynax Alarm Clock Caynax Alarm Clock gets my pick for being very well
designed with crazy amounts of tweaking possibilities. It follows Holo's design guidelines - with a nice blue/grey theme - and also has a proper tablet UI. As far as settings are concerned, you get the option to add some kind of alarm - quick, daily, work day, cyc click, timer, any - to help you
wake up in the morning as well as manage. The developers positioned this app as having both alarm clock and to-do list features if you wish, and I could see the case for the detailed controls available. The free version is full of features, but the paid version costs only $0.99, offering
modifiable widgets and removing ads and a few other features. Download: Kynax Alarm Clock ($1.99); free version (free) We can't always rely on our internal clock to wake up on time every morning. Modern smart alarm clocks not only offer reliability, but also unique and interactive features
to wake up and sleep much more comfortably. The best alarm clocks provide USB connectivity, voice control, bluetooth connectivity and even a peaceful ambient sound to help you fall asleep. BrandStand CubieTime Alarm Clock Charger To really win its place on your nightstand, alarm
clocks need reliability and versatility so you can customize your wake-up experience without disappointing you. This model is actually more than just an alarm: it has two USB chargers and two outlets. That alone means that you and your significant other might fight for who will get to put this
watch next to their side of the bed. Thanks to its backup battery, you don't have a home alone oversleeping situation if you need to get to the airport or if the power is turned off. There's a big snooze button for those mornings when you need some extra Z's. The display isBig easy-to-read
numbers won't blind you all night because they're off or dimmed. If you like to wake up to radios and alarms that get bigger over time, there is a version with Bluetooth speakers, but you won't find these features in the BrandStand alarm clock. Still, it works and there is a reason why this
watch can be found in many hotel rooms. Google Nest Hub Greg Montbert/Digital Trends It's not strictly an alarm clock, but Nest Hub can wake you up in the morning and do so much more. One of the most significant differences between Nest Hub and other comparable devices is its size.
The nest hub stands at a height of about 4.5 inches. This makes it small enough to fit comfortably into the nightstand and Nest Hub Max's larger-sized siblings. Its small frame is due to the lack of a camera that could be professional or con, depending on how much you value your privacy.
Hubs connect to a variety of devices in your home, including lighting, speakers, and more. You can set up a hub to respond to voice commands or use the touchscreen to manage your device. For alarm clock purposes, the hub works very well. You can also set a normal alarm or wake the
hub with a specific song in your music library. Read our full review for more information. Anchor Wakey Anchor's Wakey Smart Alarm Clock does a lot besides hilarious names. The 10W Qi wireless charging pad on top of the watch makes it easier to turn on your phone while you sleep, and
if you're 10 pre-set ambient soundscapes that help you drift into Sandman's waiting arm if you're charging to fall asleep at night. Wakey allows you to set up to 15 different alarms from a total of 10 different wake-up sounds (including FM radio). You can also use Wakey as a speaker via
Bluetooth or auxiliary cord. The soft LED on the front of the watch displays the time and automatically darkens in low light, but you can also adjust the brightness through the app. A series of buttons along the touch bar below the display provides physical control of the watch. Anker Wakey is
not the cheapest alarm clock, but a host of features will help keep your room cluttered and provide a solid audio experience. According to Amazon Echo Dot with Clock Amazon Amazon, What time is it? is one of the more commonly asked questions for Echo devices. The clocked Echo Dot
(4th) Jen represents the company's second attempt to add an LED display to its smart speakers to provide easy timekeeping - in the form of a small orb that can now decorate your nightstand. When you ask Alexa to set an alarm, you will see a small dot in the lower right corner of the
display to remind you that the alarm is set. Separately from the clock, the clocked echo dot is exactly the same as the standard echo dot. The watch offers dual features that greatly improve the appearance of the speaker and keep your nightstand on unwanted devices. You can make a
phoneControl other connected devices through Alexa and check the weather, all from the comfort of your bed. According to the MIT Technology Review, Americans spend nearly four months of their lives pressing the snooze button. Talk about first-world problems. Some extra winks can
often slow us down, just as this magic button is as attractive as it is during an incredet morning hour. Luckily, Ruggie will take simplicity and convenience from simply rolling over and slapping the snooze. With Ruggie, you need to apply pressure to the plush mat for 3 seconds to stop the
alarm. The alarm can also be set to 120 decibels to further annoy you from bed. Due to perspective, 120 decibels is equivalent to the noise level of a chainsaw. Fun. Ruggie is made of fleece and memory foam and easily into the cruel world that exists outside the sanctuary decorated with
duvets. You can also set your device to play custom MP3 once you apply pressure and turn off the alarm. Because, if anything, its remarkable achievement deserves a theme song. You like the idea without a snooze button, but if you don't think raggies work for you, check out some of these
other alarm clocks that force you to get out of bed. For Philips Morning Wake Upright light sleepers, audio alarms can be pretty jarring. Luckily, Philips Morning Wake Up light uses warm, gentle glow and natural sound effects rather than constant beeps to get you out of bed. The wake-up
light alarm clock also features a color rise simulation and 20 brightness settings for optimal customization. The light slowly increases the brightness between 20 and 40 minutes before your desired alarm time. Philips watches will help you drift to sleep too. Instead of turning off the lights and
dinging in bed, the light-responsive dimming feature gently leads you to sleep with audio accompaniment. This type of alarm is definitely not for everyone, but it is suitable for those who prefer to wake up gradually. For more information, visit the Philips Wake Upright Review. Lenovo Smart
Clock with Google Assistant with built-in Lenovo Smart Clock is intended to rival the Amazon Echo Show, but is a more scaled-down version of the smart display. The device, with a 4-inch screen and grey fabric backing, sits comfortably on a bedside table. Functionally, there is a USB port
on the back to charge your phone at night. What stands out is that you can touch your device anywhere to snooze it and turn off the alarm again. The Lenovo Smart Clock has a gentle wake-up mode that brightens the face of the clock over a 30-minute span (along with connected smart
lights). The display can display security camera footage, but for privacy reasons there is no built-in camera. It doesn't have as many features as a real smart display, but it's a great option for those looking to add a smart alarm clock to their bedroom. You can read our full review here.
Amazon Echo Show 5The version of Echo Dot with a clock is neat, but what if you also need a smart display? Echo Show 5 is specifically designed to fill this bedside niche with a 5.5-inch screen: you can do everything with Alexa possible with smart speakers (including alarms and reminder
settings), but you can also pick out flashy watch graphics, watch videos and shows, and do many other visual-oriented tasks. Echo Show 5 can also be connected via video doorbells, nursery cams, other Echo Show devices, and even Skype, so you can check things out or have video
conversations easily. If this disturbs your privacy expectations, there are both shutter and off switches, disabling both the camera and microphone on Show 5 at any time. For more information, read our full review of Echo Show 5. If you have never seen an alarm clock that can project time
onto the Mesqool projection alarm clock wall, you may be surprised at how useful this feature is. This mescall watch can project time onto ceilings, curtains or almost any other surface with a 180 degree turn. So, instead of squinting at the clock through sleepy eyes in the morning, you can
also look up at the ceiling. The watch also includes AM/FM radio, so you can listen to your favorite morning talk show or follow it with your sports team while you're getting ready for the morning. The LED display is easy to read and can be adjusted between low, medium and high brightness
settings. The Mesqool clock also includes a handy alarm function that gradually grows larger so that you don't get surprised to wake up. There is also a USB charging port that allows you to juice up your phone while you sleep. Casper Glow Casper Glow Light produces a warm shade of
2,700 K and emits little or no blue light. Research proves that blue light disrupts sleep rhythms, so low light design may be healthy for your sleep cycle. The glow gradually darkens over time and the lights go out. The dimming feature is intended to help you rewind and fall asleep without
having to worry about blocking the lights. The light slowly lights up in the morning. It's like waking up to a nice, gentle night out. Glow uses light as an alarm clock and the light brightens your room and set the time to wake up. Casper's Glow Light is also a great design piece, adding a touch
of elegance to your bedroom. Hand gestures control the brightness, so you can also perform cool tricks with glow lights. You can rotate it brightly and dimly, or flip it upside down to turn it on or off. For more information about Casper Glow light, check out our review. If you are looking for a
great alarm clock for kids, consider this adorable option ready to rise Little Hippo. Mela rise alarm clock teaches your child to wake up with a nice little buddy. The screen exhibits cute characters as well as the current time. a light ring that surrounds the front of a clockColor to tell your child
the time of day. Shades include red at bed time, yellow as a 30-minute warning, and green when it's time to wake up. You can also customize the night mode of the clock with up to six colors and three brightness options. Three playful morning sounds are activated when it's time to start the
day, and the built-in sound machine offers three soundscapes to fall asleep. All controls are at the bottom of the watch to prevent small hands changing the time. In addition, it is useful to use lockout mode to prevent children from exploring the settings. The inclusion of a one-year warranty
and child-safe ABS&amp;silicone makes mera a durable and safe addition to your child's bedroom ready to stand up the alarm clock. We know that adults have equally difficulties - if not more difficult - time to get to sleep and wake up on a healthy schedule. Staring at smartphone screens
and late-night series binge-watching are just a few of the harmful behaviors that repeatedly lead to fatigue and insomnia. If you can't find a healthy sleep pattern, you can take advantage of the innovative features offered by modern alarm clocks to get you back on track to enjoy a night's
sleep. Whether you think you're a deep sleeper or struggle to wake up, try a glow alarm clock. Gradual changes in light can help you fall asleep faster and wake up easier. While using a traditional alarm clock, it's old, so you're awake with a smartphone alarm. Smarter, modern watches can
help you wake up (and fall asleep) with more features than ever before. Even children can learn to wake up with a calmer, child's safe alarm clock. From models that mimic sunlight to models with Bluetooth capabilities, you can find the best choice for our list. Editor's Recommendations
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